The bifurcation study using 64 multislice computed tomography.
Various two-stent techniques have been applied to aggressively treat bifurcation lesions as the introduction of drug-eluting stents (DES) and the importance of the bifurcation angle and three-dimensional (3D) structure has come to be recognized. Recent 64 multislice computed tomography (MSCT) technology provides accurate information about the 3D bifurcation geometry of the coronary arteries and with reproducibility. The purpose of this study is to disclose the coronary bifurcation angle and 3D structure in humans and elucidate the importance of bifurcation angle for the crush technique using MSCT. Two hundred and nine patients who were suspected to have angina pectoris and underwent CT angiography using MSCT were examined. The 3D-volume rendering (VR) image was reconstructed by two technicians and was used for the assessment of each coronary bifurcation angles. The average LMT bifurcation angles (angle LMT-LAD, angle LMT-LCx, angle LAD-LCx) were 143 +/- 13 degrees , 121 +/- 21 degrees , and 72 +/- 22 degrees , respectively, the average angle LAD-D was 138 +/- 19 degrees , the average angle LCx-OM was 134 +/- 23 degrees , the average distal RCA bifurcation angles (angle RCA-4AV, angle RCA-4PD, angle 4AV-4PD) were 152 +/- 15 degrees , 137 +/- 20 degrees , and 61 +/- 21 degrees , respectively. In addition, a percentage of steep angled bifurcation (<110 degrees ) was significantly higher in the LMT (26%) than in other bifurcations (P < 0.05). LMT bifurcation has been shown to have a higher rate of steep angled bifurcation in humans, it is therefore necessary to take the bifurcation angle into consideration in the case of LMT stenting. These data suggest that a bifurcation study using MSCT can clarify the 3D structure of coronary bifurcation and may provide useful information for bifurcation stenting.